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We are on the move
by Greg Moreton

G

reat news for all members is
the move of the clubroom
from the North Cheam Sports
and Social Club to the Elmcroft
Community Centre — which offers excellent
parking, a lower rental and is just a very short
walk along London Road (A24). The map shows
the old Sports Centre in the small circle, the new
Elmcroft (Comm Cen) in the big circle. The move
will take place during the club meeting on August
19.
The change to a new venue has been thought

about — very carefully! — for some time and
Elmcroft offers us a number of advantages, not
least being the availability of ample secure
parking space for demonstrators’ vans, plus
overflow parking, if needed, in Sainsbury’s car
park.
Facilities include better storage for our
equipment and a much lower rental — an
excellent point when we are all faced with rising
costs.
I am delighted that this important development
has taken place while I am in the chair. I welcome
it and look forward to meeting you all at future
events..

Help needed

T

he club has accumulated a large
amount of equipment which is stored
in the North Cheam Sports and Social
Club premises.
THIS HAS TO BE MOVED DURING THE
AUGUST MEETING!
While committee members will be doing
their best, extra help — even carrying the
odd box or two — will be greatly
appreciated.
It is hoped that many members will attend
this important meeting both to launch the
new premises and to give a little (a lot of?)
help to the dedicated team of committee
members carrying out the move.

Here is the new clubroom, on the Sainsbury’s complex, on
the right-hand side of the petrol station
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